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"Canadian Contributions To Enhanced Global Opportunity for Persons with Disabilities"
was facilitated by the Canadian Centre on Disability Studies (CCDS) and began in March,
2001 and concluded on June 24th, 2001 with a workshop on Canadian Foreign Policy and
Disability, which was part of the Society for Disability Studies conference entitled
"Democracy, Diversity and Disability" hosted by CCDS. This conference took place in
Winnipeg from June 2Oth to 23rd, 200 1. A report on the Canadian Foreign Policy Workshop
was submitted to the John Holmes Fund in October, 200 1. A summary of activities since the
workshop was also provided in January, 2001.

A number of policy directions emerged from the workshop, which were flot included in the
previously submitted documents. These are set out here.

Future Policy Directions:

1. Models for policy formulation in the area of international development and
disability should involve partners with a conimon mission who can utilize joint decision-
making and open communication in their work. The integrity of the partners to be
accounitable to their own constituencies is extremely important. Given that such conditions
are inplace, the supportfor apartnership approach to, thepursuit of international disability
issues is an important principle to be promoted in the future.

2. In order to advance policy directions in the area of international development and
disability, Canadian disability organizations require financial and political support to



5. Policies and programs in the area of disability which are forinulated by

international organizations should be based on human rights approaches and flot solely on

medical and rehabilitation paradigmas.

6. Models developed through the independent living and conumunity living

movements, advocacy organizations of persons with disabilities and Disability Studies

approaches are important vebicles for policy change within the international disability policy
arena.

7. A human rights framework within the international disability arena should be

promoted. This will require an understanding of disability rights, as well as appropriate

training on the part of External Affairs staff.

8. The accessibility of embassies should be promoted and information provided on

ways to achieve this goal.

9. Discussion of disability rights should be included in policy development sessions

with lateral agencies and the United Nations.

10. Policy formulation within the international disability arena should include

regular consultations with the disability community in Canada.



Future Directions in Pursuing International Disability Issues

Aldred Neufeldt and Henry Enns

DRAFT JANUARY 23, 2002

Themnes that Emerge from an Examination of Past Experiences

A number of themes emerge from the different chapters in the book, most of
which can be inferred from the above summary. Perhaps the most noteworthy has
been the importance of collaborative partnerships. The rapid growth of the disability
movement in Canada and intemnationally was the resuit of such partnerships. Certaiinly
the disability movement was the driving force in initiating the changes that occurred;
but, for change to be effective in the long run it requires changes in political process, in
policy and in the paradigm of thinking. Disabled peoples' organizations worked together
with academics and people in govemnment to accompîish the changes that occured.
Certainly the rapid growth of Disabled Peoples' International can be attributed to the
partnership between the disability community and governments. The Canadian
govemnment and later the Swedish government included a representative of the newîy
emerging disability rights movement in their delegations to the United Nations in
planning the International Vear of Disabled Persons 1981. This resulted in the new
organization having influences as an officiai member of a govemnment delegation rather
than as a non-govemnmental organization. For partnerships to work effectively it is
important to recognize the integrity of each partner. In meetings in Vienna by the
Canadian delegation, careful strategies were being planned. It was understood and
agreed upon that govemnment representatives would have to take a different position
than the representative of the disability movement. This clear understanding right from
the beginning allowed the partners to work effectively with each other in influencing
changes within the Advisory Committee to plan the International Year 0f Disabled
Persons. This partnership created a synergy for revolutionary change that had long



personnel landmines. In like manner the Canadian govemment played an important
role in the disability movement. In the early nineteen eighties the influence of
govemment created a tipping point working collaboratively with disability organizations
contributed to a radical paradigm shift within the United Nations. Canada provided
funding to promote the full participation of disabled people within the United Nations
Decade of Disabled Persons 1983-1992. Canada also took the initiative and introduced
a resolution to conduct an international study on the violation of the rights of disabled
persons. Perhaps nowhere is the concept of a tipping point more dramatically seen as
when Canada cast the deciding vote within the International Labour Organization to
adopt a convention of rehabilitation and employment for persons with disabilities
(1984). This happened during the committee meetings in preparing for the ILO General
Assembly. Business was totally opposed to the idea of the convention. Labour was
totally supportive. The govemment had the deciding vote to approve the convention to
be recommended to the General Assembly. The vote within the govemment sector was
extremely tight. Even though the Canadian delegation had received instructions not to
support our concept of a convention, they changed their minds at the last minute and
the idea of the convention passed. During the General Assembly it received
unanimous approval.

A third theme is that the disability movements as other social movements
reflect the values of their countries of origin. Certainly within Canada the respect
for the rule of law, of a democratic process in decision making and the concept of the
"just society" is in evidence both in Canadian-based organizations working abroad and
in Canadians working within international organizations. Canadians also have a sense
of caring for what happens to people in other countries as is evidenced by humanitarian
assistance in many international disasters. The principle of participation has drawn the
attention of many people at the United Nations to talk about the "Canadian model".
They characterize this as the participation of citizens in govemment to develop policies
and program direction. Certainly these values have had important impact in influencing
the role that Canadians have played in international disability issues.



International Year of Disabled Persons, the United Nations World Programme of Action,
the United Nations Standard Rules for Equalization of Opportunities, and the
introduction of the resolution to conduct an international study on the violation of the
rights of disabled people. These are only a few examples.

A fifth theme is the strong sBflse of mission that can be identified in the
international work of Canadians in leadership positions. This mission has often been
driven by the desire to creaté change. In order to create change they have had to
advocate for strategic changes such as at the United Nations and also within the
Canadian govemnment. The disability movement promoted the human rights framework
within CIDA already back in early 1 980's when the officiais within CIDA clearly stated
that human rights has nothing to do with development. Over the years considerable
influence was brought about by the disability movement. Within international
organizations Canadians have often modeled new and creative approaches, based on
models developed within Canada. The idea of developing an international development
program that would promote organizational development was initiated within the
Canadian context and promoted through Disabled Peoples' International. The models
of community participation, grassroots empowerment and hurnan rights emerged in
Canada out of a historic orientation towards rehabilitation and medical and charity
models towards disability mhat institutionalized hundreds of thousands of people within
Canada. The leaders have taken the new ideas developed within Canada as a reaction
to the old paradigrns and promoted them internationally.

A final trend of note is that those people from Canada who have played
international leadership rotes almost invariably came from personal experiences of
marginalization or oppression. They typically came from regions of the country that
were economicaîîy disadvantaged, or from minority or immigrant backgrounds. These

within to the



intentionally promoted a process whereby the rote of consumer representative,
bureaucrat and politician were distinguished and used to advantage to influence the
development of disability friendly international initiatives such as the United Nation's
IYDP Plan of Action and ensuring that disabled people were protected under the
category of T other» within the International Covenant of Human Rights s).

2. Development of Disabled Peoples' International (DPI). There is good reason to
doubt whether DPI would have developed into as a strong and credible an
international voice of disabled people as it is if support from Canada had not been
there. The Government of Canada along with a non-govemnmental international
development organization, the Mennonite Central Committee, took a particular
interest in providing support at critical times in DPI's early years. Funding was by no
means easy to achieve, and frequently involved a significant struggle, but such
support was there at the beginning and to varying degrees has been maintained
over time. Other countries, notably Sweden and Finiand, also have provided
support at various times; but, Canadian support has been the most consistent.

the UN and UN3. A number of
stronalv influ

5. Organizations of dis
sunnort in an effort 1 ,te the development of greater

ountries. Such support in part



7. Efforts were made to have Canada-based international development organizations
along with CIDA incorporate disability as a conscious part of their agenda. Though
very mixed in success, there is evidence that a graduai shift has taken place in the
nature of development projects related to disability - from predominantly medical
rehabilitation and "sheltered workshop" in orientation towards a greater emphasis on
community inclusion.

These and other activities reached their peak in the late 1980s. They ebbed in
early 1990s as the attention of govemments shifted to other agendas, particularly those
of reclucing public spending and promoting trade within the context of globalization. One
couldn't say that disability has been totally lost in these changes as a number of
disability related international development initiatives are ongoing, but its oentrality as a
focus of attention within the international agendas intentionally pursued by the
Government of Canada oertainly has been placed in doubt.

A number of tensions can be identified that are in evidenoe throughout the book.
Probably first and foremost is the tension between non-governmental organizations and
govemnment. There appears to be considerable evidence in the documentation that
change and innovative ideas tend to corne from the non-govemmental sector. Clearly
govemnments have an important role in supporting and perpetuating this change by
creating a legisiative or contextual framework in which the change can gain credibility.
Nevertheless the innovative and new ideas tend to corne from non-govemnmental sector
and very often from the fringe areas. This would argue that there is a value in
acknowîedging and supporting the innovation of the voluntary sector. Considerable
work is being done at this time regarding supporting the role of the voluntary sector, its
struggles and challenges within Canadian society et the present time. There appears to
be substantial evidence in the book that govemnment should welcome the initiative from
the non-govemnmental sector rather than seeing it as a threat or discouragîng lobbying



Closely linked is the tension between the rehabilitation and independent livingparadigm. This tension has had great impact in the way disabled people have beentreated in Canada and internationally as well as the allocation of resouroes and policy
directions.

Tensions between the charity model and human rights approaches, andsegregation versus integration surface throughout the book. Tensions betweendifferent development approaches. The tradîtional approach emphasizes thatdeveloping countries need to pass through similar stages of development as developedregions. In the area of disability this means going through a phase emphasizing oninstitutions approach and expanded professionalism before reaching equalization ofopportunities and an effective involvement and full participation of disabled people.The new approach argues that the stages of development can be skipped over and
new approaches introduced.

An important tension throughout the book is the extent to which disabilityorganizations whose main mandate is to address disability issues in Canada becomeinvolved in international activities. There is a great benefit to work at both levels as hasbeen demonstrated throughout the book. On the other hand this also provides
considerable challenges in human resources and funding. To date no direct funding
has been made 'available to work at both levels.

A final tension is that of the emerging influence of civil society and the UnitedNations or international govemnmental bodies. Clearly the role of the international civilsociety emerged as a very powerful third force during the latter part of the 2 1 s' century.This is in evidence during the UN Human Rights Conference, the conference on theenvironrnent in Rio, the Women's Conferences, during the discussion around theInternational Literacy Year and the Social Development Conference. Clearly in thebeginning of the 21' century, international voluntarv oraanizations are contrnllinrin v%àcf



of conflict as a source of harmony. Govemments are having increasing difficultyreconciling the tensions placed on them by competing groups and resolving theproblems of a new, and substantially changed, world.

Together with this is the discussion of the changing role of the nation state.There has been increasing power and influence of the multinational corporations thathave determined the political, social and economic patterns within many countries. Thiscombined with the new technologies and the worldwide communication systems haveleft many countries feeling that they are no longer able to direct policies on their ownnation.

The increasing role of the international non-governmental organization or civilsociety as a third force has received a lot of attention. Particularly at the internationallevel where you have the United Nations representing the political sector with themultinationals representing the economic sector and the NGO=s are providing asignificant third force in representing civil society. International non-governmentalorganizations have played an ever increasing role in many of the major internationalmeetings such as the World Summit on the Environment in Rio, the Women=sMeetings in Beijing, the Population Conference in Egypt and the Social Summit. Somehave even speculated that the United Nations would fold without the active participationof the non-governmental sector. Certainly in the landmines initiatives the NGO=splayed a major force for change.

Events in the Broader Context of What Happens in Disability
Canada and International



Canada
- rights framework adopted
- influence and recognition
of disability movement
- new and kind of
resources
- inclusion in society
- new policy and funding
-DPPP - 1 t time
govemment funding
advocacy organization as
program
- disabled people are in
leadership positions
- policies on accessibility
and employment
- accessible transport

- struggle to implement
H.R. framework
- government priorities on
funding ebb and flow
- drop after Decade 1992
- institutional memory lost -
need for ongoing
advocacy and monitoring
(govemment - NGO
disability movement)
disability organization
- political priority major
problem
- struggle for appropriate
(mechanism for polîcy
consultation)
- ongoing struggle of
disability movement to be
effective

+ I

- technology (liberation or
oppression)
- business opportunities
- issues of greater
complexity emergence of
eugenics movement in
new form (Latimer case)
- Aids and other disease
are causes pf disability
- bio technology
- more complex ethical
issues as a resuit of
medical treatment
- longevity
- new viruses
- new medication and side
effects
- longer life but limited
community support
systems



and a variety of other mechanisms has virtually changed the way communication is
being conducteci today. Without the impact of the technological revolution it can be
questioned whether some of the international movements would have taken place
particularly the development of a worldwide disability rights movement. The
proliferation of new systems of communication have put focal groups of disabled people
together and fostered the development of a truly international disability movement. At
the same time, new assistive devices and technologies have enabled more severely
disabled persons to participate and thus broaden the scope of communication. What
must be remembered about these technologies, however, is that they contain within
them the possibilities of either liberation or oppression depending on who controls themn
and has access to them.

The efforts of the international disability movement to communicate within itself
and to the larger community has been made aIl the more important by the questions
and probîems raised by a host of new cultural and social values. The ongoing
phenomena of increasing urbanization often has led to the breakup of smaller
communities, established cultural patterns, and clearly defines social relationships. At
the same time, novel new heaîth issues such as Aids have appeared and changed the
context of debate in some societies about disabilities. The implication of such trends
are that social, cultural, and health issues are being worked out in an ongoing fashion.
Disability groups and the disability movement are making a vital contribution to the
debate around how to build community development and solidarity.

The latter haîf of the twentîeth century has also been marked by wars and
confiiots in many regions of the world. The fact that many of these have resulted in
millions of people being permanently disabled has provided a new perspective to the
discussions. International ethical issues around euthanasia and mercy killing have also
had a tremendous impact on the lives of people with disabilities. At the same time they
have provided an opportunity for disabled people to raise their voices.

Coinciding with a lot of these international trends has been the realization of the

as also



disabted peopte accepted their responsibilities as citizens and influenoed changes in
government and approaches to disability services. Government provided substantial
resources through the disabled persons participation program to recognize the
important rote of disability organizations in the voice of disabled people. As the UN
Decade drew to a close, disabitity increasingly became of lesser importance, received
tesser priority in governmeflt funding and policy direction within Canada. Rather than

arguing their case for inclusion on a rights basis within Canadian society the disability
movement began to look at strategic initiatives. The language changed from one of

human rights and national standards to one of practical achievements and what was

doable. This is also reflected in Canada's role intemnationally. Where Canada ptayed a

very active role within the United Nations in promoting disability issues in the nineties
after the end of the Decade in 1992 there was very littie evidence that Canada played
any significant role tilt the end of the oentury. There is evidence at the present time, the
beginning of the 2111 century that this is beginning to change again. Canada has played

a role in getting the World Bank to inctude disability issues and is becoming more active
in other international initiatives again.

As has been pointed out in some of the previous analysis the human rights
framework that Canada has developed around disabitity issues in Canada have had
Iimited impact on Canadian foreign poticy. Examples of this inctude strategies around

supporting landmine survivors, where the focus became one of focusing on practicat
issues rather than broader human rights initiatives. While Canada has devetoped a

framework for promoting human nights within CIDA, this has to date yet had very tittte
imnnact on the issues of disabted people. In fact disabled people have not been



established, in Finland, FINNIDA and the Alliance in Norway. This has had some real
benefit for disability organizations and particularly grassroots where disability rights
organizations to play a more active raie internationally. While the disability rights
movement and the Council of Canadians with Disabilities has had a major impact in
developing a worldwide disability nights mavement and has provided leadership within
that organization for over twenty years there is stili no financial support that is available
for them to play an active rote intemnationally. In fact their funding for international
projects has been very Iimited and virtually is non-existent at this time. This could have
significant impact for a future rote for Canada in international disabitity issues.

Another area of limitations is that Canada has nat yet identified any significant
resource base for Canadian disability arganizations to bid on international contracts.
Several countries like Britain and Australia have set aside a specific pot of money in
which the voluntary sector and private sector organizatians can bld on contracts within
international bodies and other governmental RFP's utilizing same of the resources
within their international aid body. This has led to themn being able ta play a very active
rote in many countries that have been much more difficuit for the Canadian voluntary
sector and specifically the disability organizations.



undertakeri by Human Resources Developmeflt Canada, and approaches in other

countries were examined. International aid agencies in Britain, Australia and severat
other countries provided significant support for the voluntary sectors to bld on
international contracts and to play an important rote within UN systems. A simitar

approach has neyer been identified as a clear poticy option within Canada. Given the

demonstration that Canadians have been able to make a tremendous impact
intemationally in the disability field, and continue to do so, it is important for Canadians
in govemment to flnd ways to support disability organizations more directly in the future.

A third issue to examine is the philosophical framework and paradigmn that has

been promoted by Canadians internationally. Our review of the past half-century gives

strong evidence that the approaches that have had the greatest impact have been

those which pursued the inclusion of disabled people as full citizens within their
countries, modeling change which promoted human rights and empowerment and the

building of grassroots initiatives. This has invotved partnerships between advocacy
groups along with a variety of others including universities and govemnment. Where

Canada has promoted traditionat medicat and rehabilitation approaches the impact has

been more limited. tndeed, there are examptes where miltions of dottars have been

spent on traditional medical and rehabititation approaches with tittle apparent effeot.

There has also been some real struggte and limitation in recognizing the value of this

direction as it has often come from marginalized groups that have had timited funding

and resources. Within the Mines Action Initiative the disability initiative took on more of

a traditionat service orientation rather than a human rights approach. The implication is
~ ~ .... ,.j .. -,>;,i r~ied hoqz if it m<nnized the imoortance of



rather than to force the change makers to struggle for their own identity.
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Report On Canadian Contriutions to Enhanced
Global Opportunities for Persons with Disabilities

Submitted to John Holmes Fund
Canadian Centre for Foreign Policy Development

125 Sussex Drive
Ottawa, Ontario, KiA 0G2

by Canadian Centre on Disability Studies, October, 2001

itions To Enhanced Global Opportunity for Persons with Disabilities" was
anadian Centre on Disability Studies (CCDS) and began in March, 2001 and
24th, 2001. As stated in the projeet proposai, this venture had several overail

[ment the contributions of Canadians to disability issues within the context of
>licy.

)re the further incorporation of disability in Canadian Foreign policy.

-epresentatives from disability organizations and independent researchers have
)le of disability issues in Canadian foreign policy in order to expand the thinking
great progress is being made in these separate research endeavours, only by



Foreign Policy.

The Democracy, Diversity and Disability Studies conference took place from June 21lst to 23rd in
Winnipeg, Manitoba. The Conference brought together leaders in the disability movement,
academucs and researchers. A number of major international organizations such as Disabled
Peoples' International, Inclusion International and World Federat ion of the Deaf were able to present
their issues in plenary sessions. In addition, many of the Canadian disability organizations such as
the Council of Canadians with Disabilities, Association for Community Living, Canadian
Association of Independent Living Centres and the Canadian Association of the Deaf participated
in presentations. The interaction and discussion of issues proved to be very significant and will lead
to further dialogue on the development of an international research network. This network will
enable the fostering of collaborative partnership on research projects as well as scholarly discussion
and exchange on disability research.

0f the three hundred and fifty registered participants, one quarter were from developing countries
or former Soviet Union locales. The importance of their continued involvement in future discussions
about disability studies was emphasized. The perspectives of individuals from developing countries
were promoted in papers, panel presentations and plenaries, and these views added a new dimension
of learning to the conference. Those from developing countries also emphasized the benefits to their
countries and disability movements of a partnership approach between the disability grassroots
movement and the academic sector.



incorporated into, a book detailing the contributions of Canadians to international work in the area
of disability which is being produced as a separate project. 25-30O people participated in the
workshop.

"Future Direct 'ions in Pursuing International Disability Issues" by Aldred Neufeldt ofthe University
of Calgary and Henry Enns of CCDS provided a context for the emergence of disability issues
internationally and sumnmarized the main activities and accomplishments of Canadian disability
organizations with respect to international work. Following this, the authors analyze themes derived
from the research data on the international book and conclude with some observations on the
frameworks within which the themnes may be interpreted followed by conclusions about implications
for future priority and directions.

"Canadian Foreign Policy And Disability" by Deborah Stienstra provided a brief overview of the
elements of Canadian Foreign Policy and outlined the "checkered career" of the involvement of
people with disabilities and their organizations in the development of domestic and foreign policy
relating to disability especially immigration policy and landmines. She then îndicated that foreign
policy which includes disability issues must be developed in an integrated manner.

I'he discussion which followed the presentations enabled participants to raise fruitful questions and
stress the need for further dialogue on the role of Canadian disability organizations in the
levelopment of Canadian Foreign Policy. Key points were as follows:

1. People with disabilities, academics, researchers, organizations, etc. must be aware of the



in the Foreign Policy arena and the inclusion of disability within the development of new strategies
and famding initiatives for international work.

Project Outcomes:

This project lias cicar links with people with disabilities in thc developing world and with the
CaainCentre for Policy Dcvelpmn's priorities in the areas of youth and foreign policy. The

IntrnaionlHook (most patclry the final chapter> outlines the contributon people with
disabilities have made in the area of foreign policy and sets future directions in this area. I addition,
the workshop enabled participants to discuss past developments in the area of foreign policy and

diablties and to debate possible diirections for development.

This vnuewill cotiueto the Candan Centre for Foreign Policy Developmcnt's ability to fulfil

its proiies by developing new prnrships and strengthening the intgrton of pepewith
disabilities (nclin youth) into society.



Introduction

Representatives from disabiIity organizations and independent researchers have been exploring
the role of disabilit>' issues in Canadian foreign polie>' in order to expand the thinking in the area.
The two papers are the resuit of the research and roundtable discussion that took place in June.
Cleari>' Canadians have played a major role in contributing to international issues promoting the
rights of disabled people. In 1980 a world wide disabilit>' rights movement Disabled Peoples'
International emerged from the World Congress of Rehabilitation International held in Winnipeg,
Canada. Canadians played a major leadership role in the organization snd influencing United



Dr. Aldred H. Neufeldt is a Professor in Community Rehabilitation and Disability

Studies, a cross-faculty prograrn at the University of Calgary. Before joining the

University in 1988 he held such previous positions as Director of Canada's National

Institute on Mental Retardation (now, the Roeher Institute) and Director of Psychiatric

Research in the Province of Saskatchewan as well as heading lus own consulting

company. Aldred has published widely with over 100 journal articles, book chapters and

books. He has been active international1>' for many years as a researcher, project leader

and providing leadership in a variety of international organizations. He is the Presîdent

of GLADNET (Global Applied Dîsability Network on Employment and Training), an

organization initiated by the International Labour Organization five years ago. He also

serves as Canadian Advisor to the Caribbean Association on Mental Retardation and

Other Developmental Disabilities. His international development and research projects

have involved him ini 47 countries other than Canada, with the longest continuing projects

in Gaza, Palestine and Russia. Contacts with Gaza began in 1982, with the most recent

project completed in 1999, and involved a series of educational development projects to

provide an infra-structure of personnel for comrnunity-based rehabilitation services for

disabled people. The Russia projects began in 1997, and are projected to continue to, at

least 2004. These are focusing on development of capacity for coînmunity mental health

rehabilitation services.



Future Directions in Pursuing International Disability Issues

Aldred Neufeldt & Henry Enns.

Introduction
This paper arises out of a study of Canada's rote in pursuing international ctisability issues

in the years affer World War Il, but wlth partieular emphasis on the final quarter of the twentieth
century. In this we have been joined by a number of colleagues who bring a wealth of experience
in and a breadth of perspectives on international disability devetopments.'

We bcgin by providing abrief context in which the pursuit of disability issues internationally
evotved, and a brief summary of main activities and accomplishments, we then proceed to an
analysis of themes derived from the data, and conclude with some observations on the frameworks
within which the thetnes miay be interpretcd followed by conclusions about implications for future
priority and directions. The purpose of this paper is to set out for discussion some tentative
conclusions about what might be Iearned fr>om the various experiences as we have been able to



bappen as a resuit of careful pre-planning, nor did it happen accidentally. It involved some

combination of prior history and experience, skills in leadership, intentionality and being in the right

place at the right time.

A Brief History of the Ruse of Disability as a Topic of Note
The story of disability as a topic of note is one of the rise and ebb of the tides of

consciousness on the part of the general public and of policy makers. In part it is a story of the rise

of advocacy for and hy disabled people on issues of concern to them, particularly as these

contributed to inclusion in society. To a greater extent it is a story of much larger forces at work -

sometimes within Canada, at other times in significant arenas elsewhere. Taken as a whole, the last
1 1r4:4 - ',- ýol trn 1%P 5%tnrv %f the rmdual converizence and continuitv of



force, the stage was set for development of early comm un ity mental health initiatives in several states
of the US and the Province of Saskatchewan. Though disabled people and/or family members were
involved in ail of the foregoing developments, leadership often came from concerned professionals.
That was less the case for intellectual impairment which had largely been ignored. Emboldened by
a conviction of injustice, and that their rights as citizens were not recognized, the first large
grassroots disability advocacy organization emerged led by parents of children with intellectual
impairments. These began in the late 1940s in both Canada and the US and were wel established
a decade later.

Canadian pi.
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"Disabled Peoples International", 1980 in which representation of the Council of Canadians with
Disabilities played a major role. The fact that this continued focus survived three changes in
govemment at the federal level says something about its salience and staying power.

What Can be Said to Have been Achieved?
No country alone can take credit for accomplishments in an environment as complex as that at the
international level. It typically involves leadership on the part of a number of like-minded states
working together in persuading others of the merits of a particular initiative or point of view. Within
that context, there is fairly strong evidence for the following activities and accomplishments with
which Canada was associated, as derived fromn various chapters in the book.

1. Championing the involvement of disabled people in significant decision-making on
issues of immediate relevance to them. Though Canada wasn't alone in this
(countries such as Algeria, the US, Sweden and Finland also had disabled people as
part of their delegate bodies at various times), the Canadian delegate body
intentionally promoted a process whereby the role of consumer representative,

)ple wE



advocates within their own countries. Sucb support in Part was provided through
Canadian organizations of disabled people which received project funding for such
purposes, but also through "Mission Funds" available through Canadian Embassies
for small project support. Both the initiatives by disabiiity organizations and the
nature of support by government have been quite unique. Having said this, there
have been significant struggles for organizations of disabled people to obtain
funding in support of international development work on a sustained basis,
particularly in recent years.

6. A num ber of Universities and Colleges along with university affiliated centres
became involved in international CIDA funded projects which were supportive of
commun ity inclusion. Again, funding for initiatives supporting the social inclusion
of disabied people bas not been easy to, get, and many possibilities have been by-
passed. Never-the-less, the fact that there have been some successes and that these
are relatively unique on the world stage is worthy of note.

7. Efforts were made to bave Canada-based international development organizations
alo ng with CIDA incorporate disabilit-yas a conscious part of their agenda. Though
very mixed in success, there is evidence that a graduai shift bas taken place in the
nature of development projects related to disability - from predominantly medical
rebabilitation and "sbeltered worksbop" in orientation towards a greater empbasis

igendas





Themes that Emerge from an Examination of Past Experiences
A number of themes emerge, most of which can be inferred from the above summary.

Perhaps the most noteworthy has been the importance of collahorative partnerships. The rapid
growth of the disability movement ini Canada and internationally was the resuit of such partnerships.
Certainly the disability movement was the driving force in initiating the changes that occurred; but,
for change to be effective in the long run it requires changes in political process, in policy and in the
paradigm of thinking. Disabled peoples' organizations worked together with academics and people
ini government to accomplish the changes that occured. Certainly the rapid growth of Disabled
Peoples' International can be attributed to the partnership between the disability community and
governments. The Canadian government and later the Swedish government included a representative
of the newly emerging disability rights niovement in their delegations to the United Nations in
planning the International Year of Disabled Persons 1981. This resulted in the new organization
having influences as an officiai member of a govemnment delegation rather than as a non-
governmental organization. For partnerships to work effectively it is important to recognize the
integrity of each partner. In meetings in Vienna by the Canadian delegation, careful strategies were
being planned. It was understood and agreed upon that government representatives would have to,
take adifferent position than the representative of the disability movement. This clear understanding
right froni the beginning allowed the partners to work effectively with each other in influencing
changes within the Advisory Committee to plan the International Year of Disabled Persons. This



A third theme is that the disability movements as other social movements reflect the
values of their countries of origin. Certainly within Canada the respect for the rule of law, of a
democratic process in decision making and the concept of the "Just society', is in evidence both in
Canadian-based organizations working abroad and in Canadians working within international
organizations. Canadians also bave a sense of caring for what happens to people in other countries
as is evidenced by humanitarian assistance in many international disasters. The principle of
participation bas drawn the attention of many people at the United Nations to talk about the
"Canadian model". They characterize this as the participation of citizens in government to develop
policies and program direction. Certainly these values have had important impact in influencing the
role that Canadians have played in international disability issues...

The values of participation and democratic decision-making also have been brought into
international disability organizations by Canadians in leadership positions. These include Disabled
Peoples' International, Inclusion International and others. Further, the more than one hundred years
experience with forming and operating small and large disability related non-govemmental
organizations, amongst the most extensive in the world, contributed to development of a strong sense
of those organizational values that are important to effectiveness. Tbese too have been transmitted
to international organizations.

A fourth theme is the priority placed by Canada on multi-lateral policy within
the United Nations. Canada has always supported multi-lateral institutions and empbasized their
importance. Together witb this has been a policy on the importance of the voluntary or non-
governmental sector. As a resuit of these policies, Canada bas supported in a variety of ways the
emergence of the disability movement witbin the United Nations. This approacb was evident in
developing the actîvities of the International Year of Disabled Persons, the United Nations World
Programme of Action, the United Nations Standard Rules for Equalization of Opportunities, and the
introduction of the resolution to conduct an international study on the violation of tbe rigbts of
disabled people. These are only a few examples.

A fifth theme is the stronLt sense of mission that can be identified in the

inge th



Future Opportunities
Based on the trends identified a number of future directions could be considered. The

partnership mode! characterizing past initiatives seemns to provide an effective mode! for pursuing
future directions. Who the partners are, though, is an important issue. They can't be arbitrarily
chosen or unduly influenced by particular governiments or funders. The partnerships as described
above were based on a common mission, ajoint decision-making process and open communication
between al] partners. The integrity of the partners to be accounitable to their own constituencies was
extremely important. Given that such conditions are in place, the support for a partnership
approach topursuit of international disability issues is an important principle Io bepromoted in the
future.

Another important issue is the financial and political support needed by disability
organizations in Canada to pursue a role internationally. Canadian disability organizations, while
interested in issues of colleagues in other countries, rarely are funded at a level where international
work is feasible. Further, there always are domestic pressures which raise the question whetber
international work should be a priority. There also is the legitimate question whether the best
approach is for Canadian disability organizations should themselves work abroad, orwhetherthe best
approach would he to seek to influence those organizations with extensive international development
experience to include disability within their mandates. Both approaches have menit, and there is an
argument to be miade that both need to be pursued. Whicbever approach is adopted, the absence of
financial and political support places severe constraints on ail, In the mid- i1980s a study of future
options for Canadians was undertaken by Human Resources Development Canada, and approaches
in other countries were examined. International aid agencies in Bnitain, Australia and several other
countries provîded significant support for the voiuntary sectors to bid on international contracts and
to play an important rote within UN systems. A similar approach bas neyer been identified as a clear
policy option within Canada. Given the démonstration that Canadians have been able to make a



approaches and person-centrcd approaches in planning and providing supportive interventions. These

have had to struggle to establiali their credibility in the international arena whether within the United

Nations, within Canadian funding strategies or within Cana4ian foreign policy. Nevertheless, its

these new models and creative approaches that have had the greatest impact and any future

initiatives should seriously consider how to~ mclude the new and emergîng innovations within the

internationalJpoIicy directions of Canada.

lIn conclusion, Canadians seenm to have 1w4 a substantial impact on international disability

isue uring the last half of the twentith century. This bas been the resuit of clearly 4riven social

movernent that lias created change and involved partnerships with governimeflt, academics and to

some degree the private sector. There is much that can be learned from what has happened <turing

th ifty years. The opruies that lie in the. future andt any future drcin hu be based

on keaing froin the initiatives that have already been developed. One can only guessat could

happen if the. future directionsW& 911 aedo an open policy to welconethe cagsthat have ae

place rathier than to force the chng akers te struggle for their own identity.
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Less than Equal: Disability and Canadian Foreign Poliey

Deborah Stienstra
Canadian Centre on Disability Studies

"Canada enjoys many blessings as a nation. We are rich in resources - both natural and
human. A critical goal in Canada is ensuring that ail Canadians get to share in what
Canada has to offer and that they can contribute to making Canada even stronger. We
believe that we simply cannot afford to exclude Canadians with disabilities from our
social and economic development. We would short change themn and, just as important,
we would short change our society and its future economic prosperity and quality of life."
Prime Minister Jean Chrétien, March 2, 1998, accepting the Franklin Delano Roosevelt
International Disability Award



such as in the case of immigration, creating a foreign policy which excludes on the basis of

disability. As a resuit, Canadian foreign policy is unable to address disability effectively.

The context of Canadian foreign policy

Foreign policy refers ini general to what governiments do, their actions and their policies,

towards other countries or international organizations like the United Nations (Nossal 1997).

Foreign policy most often includes policies retated to war and peace, economic or trade practices

and development assistance. Govemnments can conduct their foreign policy with another country

or in the context of multilateral organizations like the United Nations, the World Trade

Organization or the World Bank-

A key component of Canadian foreign polîcy has been internationalism, that is, working

with others in the context of broader international goals or organizations.' "Internationalism is, at

bottom, directed toward creating, maintaining and managing community at a global level"

(Nossal 1998-9, 99). Governments work to create common frarneworks or sets of rules to guide

international actions. In this setting, Canada often takes on the role of mediator, 'tipping agent'

(q the editors of this volume sup-zest), or what others have termed being a good international



The Canadian goverument bas, focussed its attention in building a global cornmunity to

several areas of particular concemn -- human rights, human security and trade. Human rights bas

been a classic area of concern in Canadian foreign policy. As other authors in this volume

illustrate, Canadians have been long involved in drafting and upholding key international.human

rights standards including the Universal Declaration on Human Rights. In 2000, the Canadian

govemment took the initiative to go beyond its traditional foreign policy areas by introducing the

concept of human security.

Human security places a focus on the security of people. This constitutes a major and

necessary shift in international relations and world affairs, which have long placed



These three areas define the face Canada shows to the rest of the world. Yet this face is

flot without its contradictions. For example, when negotiating trade agreements, Canada lias had

to tread warily as a resuit of its existing humnan rights conunitneflts. Some have argued (Day

forthcoming) that Canada has failed to take into account these human rights obligations when

confronting trade negotiations. Others have questioned if Canada needs to use the human riglits

records of other countries to measure whether or flot to engage in trade with them. Tensions

between domestic and foreign policies are often at the root of these contradictions.

Human riglits has been the primary area where the Canadian government lias addressed

disability, although the other priority areas give some indication of how disability is dealt with

more broadly in Canadian foreign policy.

Canadian foreigil policy and disability



within a hunian nights framework was part of the Canadian position taken during the

development of the Standard Rules for the Equalization of Opportunities for Persons with

Disabilities drafted in 1993 at the end of the Decade for Disabled Persons.

The Canadian governent continued to locate disability within human rights in its

negotiations at the Beijin~g Wornen's Conference in 1995, the Habitat Conférence in 1996

(UFAIT 1999) and in sveral of the five year fo11ow-up conférences in the late 1990s. These

included the Human RÎgt +5cofrec (Iynes 1999; Axworthy 1998), and the Population

and Development +5 conférence (DFAIT 2001 b). Ironically, at the Social Surnmnit ini 1995, and

its olwu 5cnérne(oho hc dat tsocial1 policies whr isability is often



of people who have a disability internatlonally .... Second, a coordinated approach ... would

leverage opportunities to prornote Canada's broader humnan rights agenda. It provides a

vehicle to advance Canadian efforts to engage civil society and promote democratic

participation (CACL 1998, 3).

In response to at least one of the suggestions of the CACL paper, the Deatetof Foreign

Affairs and International Trade (DFAIT) initlated a "Refèrence (3roup on International Disability

and Hurnan RihsIssues". lIs ternis of refrrence were dvloped in 2000, but the Refèrence

Group lias yet to nieet.

Dsiethe laudable comnmitments made by DEAIT and the suggestions for a codnted

foreign policy strategy on disability by the CACL, there is little evidence that diaility as a



carried forward by a coalition of the willing seeking a solution to an international humanitarian

crisis that ignored national boundaries" (Axworthy and Taylor 1998, 193). Yet Canada's

response to those who have become disabied as a resuit of landmines illustrates a mnuch less

positive piçture of Canada's internationalism. It is a picture of practices which enhance

depedeny rather than autonomy, and identify victims instead Of independent rights-bearing

hunan beings.

Isn mny ways~ the Iandie process was on htepaid Canada's ahility to put a

huunan face on foreign poIicy. Security was not sipyabout states fighting war, it was about the

protection of those h s'iffr r th long-lasting effects of war. Caaas strategy was to feature



projeets funded through this fiind, we can identify some of key ways in which people with

disabilities are addressed.

The Canadian commitmnent to assisting landmine survivors is one based primarily on the

idea that victims wiII require rehabilitation to be productive members of society. It is an

understanding of disability that focuses on the impairment or iinjury of an individual, rather than

on society's ability to respond to the barriers that limit the person's abilities to claim their human

rights. While the discussion of victim astnce is fairly hroad in the reports on Canadian

assisac relate4 to landmines, its implementation is much more narrow and individualized.

The Canadian Landmine Fund report notes that "It is now understood that victim assistance

inctucles a broad continuum of care involving pre-hospital care, hospital care, physical and

,~nfa~drehiahilitation. social and ecnmcreintegratiofl, diblty policy and praetice,



The Canadian response to disability in the context of landmines suggests a return to

primarily a medical model response to disability - one that focuses on the individual and his/her

impairment and how to prevent or fix it or rehabilitate the person to adapt to it. This is ini stark

contrast with the human rights understanding of disability which is based on a social model of

disability. The social model looks at the societal context within which a person with disability

lives, and seeks to make it more hospitable to ail its citizens. Thus people with disabilities are

treating first and foremost as citizens, those with rights. The state's responsibility, and that of

other countries, is to ensure those rights can be achieved b>' removing the necessar>' barniers.

With the heavy emphasis on individual impairment and rehabilitation, Canadian foreign

policy in the area of landmines illustrates that the human rights understanding of disabilit>' has

flot filtered into areas outside of those areas of foreign policy related to human rights. Human

security policy as evident in the approach to landmines fails to address disability within its



stereotypical assumptions about diaility) and de facto Iack of application of Canadian human

riglits standards to those who wish to immigrate to Canada.

Immigration policy is one of tiiose fuzzy areas of government action where it is more

often seen as an internai or domestic policy than as a foreign policy. The aruet is that Canada

can regulate, as an internai. policy, who and Iiow many people are admitted as immigrants te,

Canada by criteria it chooses. Yet there is an ovedlap with our foreign policles. The Human

Rights, Hurnanitarian Affaira and Inentonal W<>men's Equality Division of the Deatet of

Foreign Affaira and International Trade has as one of its areas of responsibility to provide input

from a foreign policy andtrd perspective on Canada's review of immigrto policy. As well it

la to coordinate policy issues with the deatet of Cltizenship and Immigration. Immigration

policy is onie of those areas where we seechte the face that Canada shows to the worid ia the

samne face it shows toths who corne from other countries and want to be part ofCad.



The current provisions of section 19(l) of the Immigration Act outline the some of the

bases on which people are deemed ineligibie to immigrate to Canada.

a) persons who are sufféring from any disease, disorder, disability or other health

impairment as a mile of the nature, severity or probably duration of which, in the opinion

of a medical officer concurred ini by at least one other medical officer,

i)they are or are likely to be a danger to public health or to public safety, or;

ii)their admission would cause or might reasonably be expected to cause

adequate



ii)whose admission would cause or might reasonably be expected to cause

excessive demands, within the meaning assigned to that expression by the

regulations, on health or prescribed social service.

Excessive demand was also detailed as exceeding five times the average annual per capita costs

in Canada of health and social services in the five years following their medical examination.

These sections of the Act, even with the unproclaimed revisions, create a systemr of

insiders and outsiders, based in part on the understanding of their disability by a medical officer,

or the perceived burden they miglit place on the Canadian health care or social services. The

Immigration Act controls who gets to be an insider and who lias to remain outside the benefits of

what Canada has to offer.

More recent changes have adesd the exclusion of faniily members with disabilities.



medical system, addressmng a number of the concernis raised by the disability conlmunity. The

proposed wording on medical inadmissability as of summer 2001 is found in section 38:

38. (1) A foreign national is inadmissible on health grounds if their health condition

(a) is likely to, be a danger to public health;

(b) is likely to, be a danger to public safety; or

(c) might reasonably be expected to, cause excessive demand on health or

social services.



Canada on thec grounds of excessive costs and threat to public health (Canadian HIV/AIDS Legal

Network 2001). If this proposai is adopted, a new category of people with disabilities may be

excluded - those who are HIV positive, even if they themselves are flot aware of their positive

status. This would be a step backwards on the inclusion of people with disabilities in

immigration policies and could, as Klein (2001 ,61) notes, lead to an increasing amount of

testing of potential immigrants, including genetic testing.

The approach taken by Canada's immigration policy is one which excludes on the basis

of medical judgements about the experience or existence of disability as well as the perceived

costs associated with these disabilities. A human rights approach to immigration policy would

recognize the commitments Canada has made to various international conventions on human

rights as well as its own Charter of Rights and Freedoms. Indeed Sections 3 (d) and (f) guarantee

that the proposed Act would be applied in light of these human rights frameworks.

(d) ensures that decisions taken under this Act are consistent with the Canadian

Charter of Rights and Freedoms, including its principles of equality and freedom from



Conclusion

Canadian foreign policy has been buit on ideas of good international citizenship and

creating global communities. Its treatment of disability issues, within a limited framework, bas

been from a human rights perspective. But that human rights approach has failed to transcend

direct attention on disability. It fails to inform Canadian action towards landmines survivors,

many of whom experience disability as a resuit of their encounters with landniines. Human rights

also fails to inform Canadian policies towards immigrants. Canada continues to use medical

evidence and judgement about the experience of disability to assess whether or flot someone is

eligible to enter Canada. Proposais being considered around HIV testing could increase this

exclusion. As a result, those with disabilities who are outside Canada can be expected to be



This chapter has illustrated two areas of foreign policy where there has been less

successful implementation of Canada's commitment to including disability as an area of hurnan

rights. The disability conimunity may want to consider some of the successful actions taken by

women' s groups and poor people in the past years to raise the international profile of their issues

when Canada's reports on implementing human rights treaties are considered at the United

Nations. Two parailel strategies have been used with significant success in getting greater

attention to their human rights concerns.

Several women's groups have written parallel, non-governmental reports to the officiai

government report on implementation of a specific human rights treaty, docurnenting what they

perceive to be the more complete story of implementation. For example, in 1990 the National

Action Committee on the Status of Women submitted to the Committee on the Elimination of

Ail Forms of Discrimination Against Women, a report which document key areas in which the

federal governiment had flot lived up to its obligations under the Women's Convention. A



form was given without substance, and where outright misinformation was presented. These

were widely shared within Canada, with other national and international non-governental

organizations, and with the United Nations. They were able to challenge the coniron perception

held internationally that Canada was a leader on women's rights.

A second strategy built on the first. Once alternative or shadow reports had been written,

some of the groups presented their fmndings to the expert bodies reviewing Canada's reports. For

example, Josephine Grey and the group Low Income Families Together (LIFT), presented their

report and views on the violations of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and

the International Covenant on Economnic, Social and Cultural Rights ini 1998 and 1999. The

Committees which reviewed these reports chastised the governents of Canada publicly for

failing to use its wealth to benefit aIl of its citizens. They called on Canada to address the critical

gaps



(From Annual Reports to Parliament on Minister's Permnits, Citizenship and Immigration, 1997'-

2001)
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